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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

By Léo Lefebvre, President,
TORONTO USERS GROUP
for Power Systems

Gloria Seltzer

JULY 2010

H

ere we are, one more season has ended.
And, what a season it was! Lots of activities, new speakers, new topics, new ventures, IBM announcements, a successful
TEC in a new venue (Seneca College on
the York University campus) and, as usual, our annual charity golf tournament to
crown all of those accomplishments.

It may be summertime, but the TUG machine never takes long
vacations.
Only a few days after returning from the greens of Glen Eagle,
the TUG machine is running again and another season is on the
drawing board.
Many ideas of events are being evaluated. As a matter of fact,
our executive director Mark Buchner has presented the TUG
Board with a 10-page planning document which highlights
the areas TUG should consider, the type of events that should
be presented, and the offerings that should attract all TUG
members and future members.
Committees will be formed and each and every item will be reviewed
and presented to the IBM Power community.
Speaking of committees, many committees would certainly
benefit from fresh minds, like yours, bringing fresh ideas, like the
best ones you have.
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TUG President Léo Lefebvre
TUG is open to all types of volunteerism… from merely sending
us your ideas for our committees to consider, to rolling up your
sleeves and joining us, to bring those ideas from concepts to reality.
Volunteerism could be simply for a few minutes (to a few hours)
during the whole project or much more time.
My experience with TUG allows me to say that a simple project does
not normally require too many people and too much time but is as
gratifying as any other much larger project. If a project is quite large,
like TEC, more volunteers are recruited.
Speaking of TEC, TEC 2011 is now a hot project for TUG and
volunteer positions are open, so don’t hesitate offer your services. It
could be as little as sending us your suggestions for session topics, or
presenting some sessions yourself, or giving us a hand to prepare and
present the event during the last week of April 2011.
As volunteer, you help your users group helping you. You help
committees taking the right decisions addressing your needs. You
become part of the action and on some occasions you may be the
action.
If you’ve always wondered how you could help your users group, talk
to us and we’ll show you how. Remember, TUG treats its volunteers
well and remuneration is comparable to any other volunteer
organisation. 
By now you should know how to contact us…. Send me a note at
leo@tug.ca and I’ll make sure to reply. 
TG
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TUG IS Twenty Five!
By Russell Pangborn

H

ow many years of the twentyfive years of TUG history have
you shared with this unique
and dynamic organization?
It is conceivable that some recent TUG
members may have just been born when
TUG first opened up its doors to a
technologically passionate membership.
Some of you early joiners have since retired
but still like to tap into the expertise that
TUG provides to its System i constituency.
And many of you are somewhere in between
those two extremes. In over twenty years
of teaching here at Seneca that is where I
would place myself.

the Old Mill on October 19th. In the past
he has opened up for Ronnie Hawkins,
Freddy Cannon, The Platters, and
Bobby Curtola. He has played the Leows
Westbury, most of the Toronto area Nags
Head clubs and many other clubs in the
GTA. Roger has also played the Bandshell
in Ontario Place and played to about 3,000
people in Maple Leaf Gardens.
And I was there for a lot of that. Those were
crazy times. I remember over 30 years ago
commuting from a gig in Montreal to York
University.
At this twenty-fifth event I will be up on
stage with Roger. Who knows, that may be
the time to share my “Maple Leaf Garden’s
story” which included one of my best/
worst moments of playing in a band.
Along with the food and show we will have
lots of activities
to support one
of TUG’s favourite charities.

My first experience with TUG
was attending TEC quite a few
years ago. I have since joined
the TUG Board of directors and
have presented at TEC 2010.
No matter how much time you
have been associated with TUG, Roger
I think now is the time to make
merry. Let us all celebrate an
association that has lasted longer than many
companies and governments. Let’s party!

Prof. Russell Pangborn
Some of you may want to try your luck as
“doo wap” backup singers to a song for five
dollars a pop. The more creative of you may
want to try an Al Yankovic type of thing
where either you, or our singer gets up to
vocalize on your adapted words to Hooked
on a Feeling. Get your licks in about our
beloved platform, IBM’s marketing of it,

Trueman

The plan is to hold a celebration of 25 years
at the Sky Club in Mississauga.
For $25 per person you can have a meal out
with your spouse and be entertained by a
top quality act on Friday, October 1, 2010.
The show will feature Roger Trueman, who
has been performing for many years. He
will also be playing the main showroom at

http://www.skyrestaurantlounge.com/contact.html
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or anything else that you can make rhyme
and fit in with the melody. We can select
the best one or two of the entries and either
sing it for you or let you try it.
One of Roger’s sets features Elvis Presely
tunes. Any of you who would like to try
your luck can get up for $10 each. If you are
a little nervous we won’t mind three or four
Elvis’s singing at one time. (As long as you
can agree on the same song…)
There is limited seating so let us know
ASAP how many tickets you want and
we will accommodate as many people
as possible. Call and leave a message at
905-607-2546, or email: admin@tug.ca.
Happy 25th!
TG

From the TUG Archives — 15 years ago…

SHE’S a “10”
By Neil Andrus
In a world where most marriages fail to
last ten years, the reaching of the tenth
anniversary in the life of an organization
is worthy of some hoop-la. That is why we
have reserved the tenth day of the tenth
month of this year (October 10, 1995) for
some extraordinary events.

To mark the tenth year of the Toronto Users
Group, a full afternoon and evening of
events have been coordinated. The activities
will be held at Le Parc (south-west corner of
Highway 7 and Leslie St.—the site of the
highly successful TUG/IBM meeting with
Dr. Frank Soltis).
The afternoon will commence with a
joint IBM/TUG venture. At 1:30 PM
there will be a half-hour summary of
IBM’s scheduled, October 10th, AS/400
announcements. From 2:00 – 3:30 PM,
the AS/400 as a Server will be presented,
including Data Base Server, File Server,
and Communication Server. The time
slot of 4:00 – 5:30 PM is reserved for a
presentation on Windows NT and the
AS/400. A cash bar will open at 5:30 PM.
At 6:30 PM, a sit-down dinner, intertwined
with a Mystery Dinner Theatre, will take us
into the evening.
We have planned for this to be a day and
evening to remember. Do you recall where
you were on November 22, 1963? Can you
think of what you did on June 21, 1988?
We’ll attempt to make October 10, 1995,
another one of those memorable days.
TUG is an organization that numbers
its days back to the year 1985. One of
the earliest signs of its existence arises
from a letter of May 6, 1985. The letter
was addressed to yours truly from Penny
McGann (yes, we are still both around). It
went in part like this:

Where were you in 1985?

Roger Trueman (TUG’s featured entertainer for
the 25th Anniversary party, October 1st) has been
wowing crowds even longer than TUG. This a
photo of Roger taken more than 25 years ago.
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“Dear Neil ... I would like to call a social
meeting for the membership of “MARM”.
To be a member of the group, all that is
required is to have an IBM computer
System/34, 36, or 38 and to be interested
in meeting other users to discuss hardware
and software problems. The agenda for the
first meeting is: Getting to know each other,
and – If you would like the User Group to
continue? (How, why, where and when) ...
The first meeting is May 30, 1985 starting at
5:30 p.m. at 60 International Blvd, Rexdale,
Ontario in the Boardroom. Sincerely,
Penny McGann, Data Processing Manager.”

TORONTO USERS GROUP for Power Systems – July 2010

Attendees at that meeting became the
founding members of the current Toronto
Users Group. Of those originals, Wendy
Boddy and Neil Andrus remain connected
with the Board and Penny McGann is seen
frequently at the registration desk and she
also assists with special events.
Our first meeting that boasted a speaker
was held on November 27, 1985 under the
organizational name of “MARM – IBM
Users” and was held in the boardroom
of Granada TV Rental Limited on
International Blvd, Rexdale. The topic
for the evening was “DataPak Network”.
Users of ten years ago just like now, had
a keen interest in the mysteries of data
communications. The remainder of the
evening was filled with a plethora of
activities that beset a fledgling organization:
Presenting a Code of Ethics, Selection of
Officers (Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer),
Membership Fees, and Suggestions for a
Group Name. Although the November,
1985 agenda suggested that officers were to
be selected; volunteers were possibly even

more difficult to convince in those days than
they are now. It took another three months,
until there was a meeting on February
19, 1986 with representatives from 11
companies in attendance, before Rick
French, Bell & Howell Ltd. volunteered
to be chairman, John Mogensen, DuBois
Chemicals of Canada Ltd. (alive and well
at Creditel of Canada Limited) became
Secretary and Penny McGann accepted
the Treasurer’s role. A Code of Ethics
was approved and an annual membership
fee of $50 per company was suggested.
Cheques were to be made payable to: “IBM
System/38 Users Group – Toronto”.

Ltd., Granada, Hilroy, Insight Consultants,
JJM Simpson Consultants Ltd., Lanzarotta
Wholesale Grocers Ltd., Law Society of
Upper Canada, Morguard Investments,
Nelson Canada, Patons & Baldwins Canada
Inc., Richardson-Vicks Ltd., Samuel, Son
& Co. Ltd., Shaw Industries Ltd., Signode
Canada Inc., Syntex Inc., and World Vision
Canada.

Behold, a users’ group had been born, and
we were off and running ... we just weren’t
sure in which direction.

We could ask, “Where are they now?”
Of that original list, more than thirtyfive percent have either been right-sized
out of existence, free traded out of the
country, merged into another corporation,
or in a few instances, they have changed
platforms. There are a few who have not
renewed their memberships and this is
the year in which we have budgeted for an
intensive follow-up on those “recalcitrants”.

The pioneer group of companies in the first,
full year of operation in 1986, included:
American Hospital Supply Canada Ltd.,
Bell & Howell, Bowes Co., Brampton
Hydro, CCL Industries Inc., Crothers
Limited, Dubois Chemicals of Canada

By the middle of 1987 we added: Indal
Computer Services, Kinney Canada,
Mitsubishi Electric Sales, Ontario Store
Fixtures, Royal Doulton Canada Inc., and
Wrigley Canada Inc.

www.sugarcrm.com • www.sugarforge.org
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From the TUG Archives — 15 years ago… continued
The vast majority of the companies that
remain in existence have continued their
memberships, year after year. We certainly
thank those corporations and individuals
who have displayed a continuing loyalty.
Fortunately, our overall membership has
grown into hundreds of companies.
From these early members, little did we
know at the time that the Law Society of
Upper Canada would
provide us, nine years
later, with this year’s
president,
Linda
Johnstone.
Having seen us for
two years from 1985
to 1987 wallowing
with a membership
of about two dozen,
I offered in mid
1987 to create and
fill a new position
of membership coordinator. At the next
board meeting, with an air of confidence, I
stated that we would have over 100 people
at our next meeting in September. The
seven board members knew that we had
never seen more than 18 people together
in one room for any of our meetings. They
wondered how a membership of 100
companies could be garnered and brought
together at the same time for a meeting.
Secretly I wondered if it could be done
but felt confident about going for my
objectives.
With Emma Perlaky as the Chairperson we
put together a series of planned meetings,
dates and topics. I put together a flyer
and membership registration form and
outlined the year’s events. The board that
year, consisting of Emma Perlaky, Rick
French, Peter Duquette, Wende Boddy,
Robert Kolanko, Kevin Wright, and
myself agreed that we would feed people
before the meeting with a hot and cold
buffet. With an extensive mail campaign
(considering the minuscule budget
available) we invited companies to join for
$50.00 and hear great speakers and come
and be fed in body and mind.
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Within days the memberships started to roll
into our newly established mailing address.
Within a few months we had 153 corporate
members. For that first meeting not only
did we exceed 100 people, we had more
than 150 people. It was standing room only!
The evening was a personal success in terms
of having delivered the number of people
that had been promised. It was marred by
one individual who exclaimed to me that he
thought the evening
was ‘tacky’. Although
I never asked the
individual to explain
his comment, neither
of us was dissuaded
from being involved
with the users’ group
for both he and I
took on the mantle
of presidency in
later years and have
worked
together
frequently.
The challenge of putting together an
association identity with a logo, was helped
by an artist at Hilroy. Peter Duquette had
our stationery printed in his company’s
print shop. Everything was accomplished
on a shoestring budget.
I remember putting together the first
editions of our newsletter. With budgetpriced software called “Newsmaster”
(researched by Rob Kolanko), each time
that a line of text was inserted into a page,
real-time processing lost all meaning. It
would take what seemed like minutes
to shuffle all of the text down the page.
Putting together four pages of a newsletter
on a pre-1987 micro took tortuous hours.
We quickly got rid of the idea that all errors
should be corrected. There became known
what one could call “Linotypers’ license”.
While I have heard one of our directors
exclaim as he looked at our early newsletter
editions that we had come a long way and
wasn’t this early newsletter primitive, (same
individual who used the expression: tacky)
it seemed to me that the early newsletters
were like building a log cabin when we
didn’t have bricks and mortar. The results

were appropriate for the time. I have
developed a great admiration for pioneers.
The person who discovered the wheel was
one brilliant inventor.
Newsletters were photo-copied and stapled
at Granada on their high-speed copier.
Fortunately both Penny McGann and
Wende Boddy worked there ... another lowbudget operation for the user group.
The following year (1988) we recruited
some “newbys” to the TUG Board who
have since stayed with us for many years:
Léo Lefebvre, Vaughn Dragland, Ken
Sadler, and Dan Duffy. The early years
were possibly the most enjoyable years. We
have had pioneers throughout the years of
our association’s evolution. Most of them
with imagination and courage accepted
the challenge of using their own personal
time and energy to put one layer of bricks
on top of an existing layer. We have moved
from counting in the hundreds of dollars to
counting in the hundreds of thousands of
dollars.
Even now (in 1995) as we grapple with:
a tenth anniversary; a “TEC III” [TEC
1996], including a vendors’ EXPO;
increased newsletter advertising activity;
new logos and colors; putting cash into
short-term CD’s; selecting new and relevant
speakers for the next twelve months; we
see a need to find a path for our midrange
computer users group to follow. We need
more of that courage and imagination to
predict the breadth of platforms and the
vertical depth for the association to travel.
For what period of time are the AS/400 and
its descendents relevant? What allegiance
should we give to networks and client/
servers ... to openness?
Fifteen years hence, in the year 2010, this
year’s Board of Directors will appear as
pioneers, and TUG as it is today will seem
quaint. I trust that they make it.
In the meantime let’s enjoy the successes of
our first ten years and have some hoop-la on
October 10, 1995. That lady TUG ... she’s a
real “10”. 
T<G
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TEC 2010 Speaker Recognition
By Mark Buchner

W

e have compiled the session
feedback evaluations from the
breakout sessions at TEC 2010
and would like to acknowledge
those speakers with the highest scores. For
everyone’s information, the evaluation
results were consistently strong and with
an overall average of 4.3 (out of 5). Thus,
everyone did well. Thanks to all of you for
making the conference a success!

Here are the winners.
John Brenton/Mike Mondoux from
Seaway Marine Transport delivered a hit

John Brenton

Mike Mondoux

session which averaged 4.8. It was regarding
deployment of MediaWiki (Commercial
Open Source) on IBM i. This top mark was
granted in spite of being at the very tail end
of the conference! They received conference
top marks for “handout effectiveness”,
“abstract relevance”, and the “desire for
more training”. TUG has made a note to
conduct more customer-led, open source
deployment related sessions next year!
Mel Beckman from Penton Media also
achieved
highest average score
of 4.8 for his ipV6
labs and was the
conference champion in use of ”AV
/ lab materials” as
well as “would
recommend the
session to others”.
Congratulations Mel Beckman

to Mel! He clearly took advantage of the
high-tech resources and facilities at Seneca
and combined it with a popular and valuable topic. We hope to see Mel back at TEC
in the future.
Jay
Kruempke
from IBM also
scored an average
of 4.8 for his AIX
Trends and Directions. Jay enjoyed
perfect scores for
“topic knowledge”,
“organization
of Jay Kruempke
ideas”,
“presentation style” and the fact that everyone
“wanted to attend further sessions”. Let’s
hope word of our excellent AIX speakers
fanned out to the larger AIX and UNIX
community in the GTA in order to build
our attendance next year!
Congratulations to our overall winners!
They will all receive special recognition at
next year’s conference.

Serge Charbit

coming all the way
from France to
share your wisdom.
Stuart Milligan
from Databorough
also received a perfect 5.0 on “topic
knowledge”
for
the session “Modernizing
RPG
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Additional
winners are Serge
Charbit for high
(perfect) score on
“topic knowledge”
for his session on
modernization of
iSeries applications
with WebSphere!
Thank you for

Stuart Milligan

apps from Design
Recovery”. Laurie
Desaultels from
Kryos
receives
honourable mention in the “topic
knowledge” category with a 4.92
score. Laurie and Laurie Desaultels
the Kryos team
enjoyed excellent feedback for their BlackBerry and mobile sessions. Professor Russell Pangborn’s practical session dealing
with Journaling and Commitment Control
also received top
marks for “materials, AV, and session
abstract. Similar to
Mel’s sessions, this
was a practical and
hands-on experience.
Russell Pangborn

With 8 concurrent
tracks at TEC 2010, there was plenty of
selection and competition for attendees.
These two facts, combined with the speaker
and topic excellent make for a highly
desirable conference. We look forward to
working with you for TEC 2011.
What can we learn from these evals:
1. Take advantage of the lab
environment enabled by the hi-tech
setup at Seneca@York.
2. Practical experiences and customerled sessions rate righter than theory
and rhetoric.
3. Skill, experience, enthusiasm and
pride always shines through.  TG
Mark Buchner is
TUG’s Executive
Director and
President of Astec
Solutions Inc. He
can be reached at
mark@tug.ca.
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Your IT Project Audit –
Evidence of Controls
By Debbie Gallagher

I

n September and November
2007, I described why your IT
project might be audited, and an
overview of the major steps in the
audit for an application development or
implementation project.

In this article, I’ll provide some insight
into the evidence needed to demonstrate
for the audit that the project team actually
executed the controls.
Audit evidence
First, take a look back at my article from
November 2007. Examination and testing
of evidence is something the auditor is
required to do in order to satisfy auditing
standards.
Let’s follow some examples for a few
common project controls. I’ll go over the
kind of evidence that might be used, as well
as some common problems with evidence.
Application testing
A common control on IT projects is that
the application is tested to verify that it
works and meets business requirements.
Evidence that testing
occurred
Relevant evidence that testing took place
and that the application worked often
focuses on the signed test scripts that
were executed. These are particularly
useful evidence if they include expected
results, as well as a checkbox or notation
indicating that the test passed. Additional
supporting documents might be the task
completion status for testing tasks on the
project schedule, or a summary document
capturing test pass/fail results for all scripts.
The auditor may also examine test planning
documentation in order to assess the
approach. For example, testing strategy,
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testing plans, project schedules showing
testing tasks and resources, and test scripts.
As mentioned in my September 2007
article, the various auditors examining your
IT project may have differing scope and
purpose. These differences will affect the
evidence they examine. For example, if an
internal audit group needed to verify that
the company methodology was followed,
they may need to see evidence to support
specific tests mandated by your company’s
own standards.
Evidence problems with
testing
Over the course of performing many
project audits, I noticed that often project
teams had documentation to support test
planning, but sometimes had problems
with sufficient evidence supporting the test
execution. This is a significant distinction
and is not just fussiness on the part of the
auditor. It is necessary that the evidence
support the specific control.
Evidence problems related to test execution
can occur when testers do not sign their
completed test scripts, neglect to indicate
that the test result was a pass, or even
throw away their completed test results.
In addition, sometimes a tester will keep
scripts showing failure, but neglect to keep
the follow up test results showing that the
problem was corrected.
Business approval
In addition to the testing itself, it is
customary for a key business representative
to approve the test results for the project.
Evidence of business
approval
Often, the testing manager or project
manager will ask the business approver to
respond to an email, indicating approval of
the test results.

Debbie Gallagher
This approach sounds straightforward
enough but in practice sometimes leads
to inadequate evidence. There usually
isn’t any inherent reason to avoid email
signoffs, in favour of paper. If you think
your project may be an exception and needs
paper signatures, you can check with your
auditors.
Evidence problems with
approvals
A common problem with email signoffs
is that requesters and approvers may treat
them casually, leading to problems in using
them as audit evidence later.
One evidence problem occurs when the
wording does not make it clear what the
approver is approving. For example, if
the testing manager sends an email to the
approver, “Please approve the attached,”
attaches the test results, then the approver
replies “Approved.”, the test results are no
longer attached and there is no indication
in the email itself of what is being approved.
A simple solution is to be more specific in
the request email. For example, “Please
approve the test results, which show
successful completion of all general
ledger scripts, details attached.” With this
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approach, if the attachment is removed
in the email reply process, there is still an
indication of what is being approved.
A significant evidence issue can arise when
the approver adds irrelevant information to
the approval email. For example, “Results
ok, please let me know the resolution of the
problem with ap-open.”
The approver has started an entirely new
subject, as ap-open has nothing to do
with the specific approval being requested.
Unfortunately, there is no indication that
the ap-open problem is different from the
subject of the approval, so it leaves the
auditor wondering how the approval could
have been granted when there appears to be
a problem outstanding.
The auditor has no choice, if presented with
this email as an approval, except to examine
the situation further and obtain further
evidence that the ap-open problem had no
relationship to the approval being granted.

The auditor, remember, is mandated to
examine the documents to obtain sufficient
evidence, and the wording of the email
suggests that the approval may not be
valid. This kind of email subject change
invalidates the approval given until shown
otherwise.

Conclusion
What frequently happens, I think, is that
project team members do perform the
work and obtain the approvals. However,
in many cases, these aspects of the work
may not be well documented, leading to
problems in supporting the audit later.

One more problem can occur with email
approvals, when the email deletion policy
eliminates the evidence prior to the audit!
Remember to copy the approval emails to a
place where they will be retained.

Now that you know some of the evidence
pitfalls, perhaps you can avoid them on
your next audit. 
TG

Evaluating your own
evidence
In trying to determine in advance whether
your evidence might be acceptable to the
auditors, review the documents and ask
yourself this question “If I wasn’t on the
project team, and this set of documents was
everything I knew about the whether the
control happened, would I have proof that
the work was performed and found to be
acceptable?”
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Debbie Gallagher is Principal,
DL Gallagher System Services,
specializing in project management
and business analysis.
Debbie previously worked as a
systems implementation consultant,
and as an IT project auditor.
She can be reached by email at
debbie@gallaghers.ca

Copyright 2010 – Debbie Gallagher
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Seneca Update
By Russell Pangborn

T

he Seneca College and the Toronto Users Group iSeries
Business Application Developer award goes to Francis
Bello for the spring of 2010. He was the top student
graduating last semester who selected System i related
subjects as his professional options and showed a passion for this
technology. Francis told me that a few years ago he started looking
for a school that offered courses geared toward databases and AS/400
while also giving co-op experience to its students. His researching
efforts determined only one of the major colleges offered this
combination. That college was Seneca College. After enrolling he
was pleased to see that there was a possibility of graduating with two
specializations. He chose Database Developer and iSeries Business
Application Developer.

way above my expectations for a college. I have made a lot of friends
at Seneca with my fellow classmates and professors.”
He felt that his days at our college included exposure to many
different viewpoints on hardware and software in emerging and
established technologies.
Francis enjoys watching documentary films about history, outer
space, ocean, and anything scientific. He also enjoys traveling. His
recreation time is filled with swimming, bowling and playing guitar
along with a catchy tune. Finally family is very important and he
makes time to be with his parents and his brother. Their cultural
heritage is from the Philippines.
Unfortunately, the specialization model has been discontinued
in the School of Computer Studies and Francis will be one of the
last students that graduates with those comments on his transcript.
The department will still offer iSeries subjects to students and the
Tug/Seneca award will still identify graduating students who have
excelled in System i subjects.
There is some exciting news that can be shared. I am very pleased
to announce that the TUG board of directors is looking at two
$500.00 scholarships to award to currently enrolled full-time
students. The criteria is in the development stage and at this stage
and looks something like the following:
• must have passed have passed IBC233 (introductory iSeries
subject)
• have passed one System i subject and be taking or have passed
a second System i subject
GPA and a student application will be a determining factor in who
gets this yearly award.

Spring 2010 top iSeries student Francis Bello
Francis has had a very distinguished academic career at Seneca
College. He was on the President’s Honours List five times, awarded
the Maurice Joseph Weisseld Memorial award in Spring 09 and
graduated with a 4.0 overall grade point average. That is the highest
grade point average you can get. At Seneca we award a grade of A which translates to a 4 in the GPA calculation. Students that show
exceptional work may receive an A+ which also translates to that
same 4. So in addition to the impressive GPA, it must be pointed
out that Francis got an A+ in 14 of his subjects.
Francis reciprocates the respect relayed by his exceptional transcript
back to Seneca in telling me, “My experience at Seneca College was

Isn’t that great! TUG will be helping out some students that
are inspired by Power system technology through their subject
selections and have done well academically. Some of these students
need some financial relief because they are going to full time school
and almost doing a full time job at the same time to handle the bills.
I am proud to belong to an organization that will
offer a little help to any iSeries inspired student.
You should be proud too. 
TG
Russell Pangborn is a professor
at Seneca College, and a Director
of TUG. He can be reached at
russell.pangborn@senecac.on.ca.

https://scs.senecac.on.ca/program-page/tug-and-seneca-college-iseries-business-application-developer-award
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TORONTO
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for Power Systems
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 Attend our regular
meetings
 Network with
hundreds of
knowledgeable
executives
and technical
professionals
 Receive our
association
magazine (free of
charge for paid
members)
 Enjoy the reduced
rate at technical
conferences
 Attend special
events sponsored
by your users
group
 Join your peers
on the golf course
at the annual
“TUG Classic” golf
tournament
 One low corporate
price includes your
entire IS staff

Be a Joiner ...
Magazine Subscription���������� $72
Individual Membership ������� $199
Corporate Membership ������� $495
Gold Membership �������������� $1500
Telephone: (905) 607-2546
E-mail:
admin@tug.ca
Web site: www.tug.ca
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Seneca receives a
total of $2.3 million
from federal
government to
expand open
source research
Toronto, June 3, 2010 ---

S

eneca will receive a total
of $2.3 million in federal
funding over five years for
open source technology
research as part of the Natural Sciences
and Engineering Research Council
of Canada’s College and Community
Innovation Program (CCI).

The Honourable Gary Goodyear,
Minister of State (Science and
Technology) made the announcement
as part of $15 million in funding for
12 new projects where colleges work
with their communities and local
businesses to get new innovations
from the campus into the marketplace.
“Our
government
supports
innovation because it creates
jobs, improves the quality of life
of Canadians and strengthens the

economy,” said Minister Goodyear.
“We are supporting this project at
Seneca College to strengthen the
competitiveness of small and mediumsized businesses, and enable young
Canadians to prepare for the jobs of
tomorrow.”
With this grant, Seneca intends to
scale and grow the research capacity
of Seneca’s Centre for Development of
Open Technology (CDOT) to meet
the ever-increasing needs of current
and prospective partners. Seneca has
become a world leader in academic
involvement in the teaching and
researching of open source software
development. Working with such
partners as Mozilla, IBM, and Red Hat,
Seneca has pioneered a new method
of student involvement in real-world
open source software products.
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Seneca intends to leverage open source
technology to give small- and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) a competitive
edge through a number of projects with
a variety of partners. The research focus
includes:
• expanding internet browser
capabilities (e.g. - more accessible
viewing of 3D content)
• creating better management tools to
enhance enterprise use of open source.
• exploring open source processes that
will help open source developers to be
more productive.
• helping partner SMEs with open
source product development.

“This funding is an important acknowledgement of the valuable, innovative research
taking place at Seneca,” says Seneca College President David Agnew. “Building on a
reputation of excellence in the open source
community, this will help create graduates
who have learned not only through handson experience, but through applied research
that is changing the way we do business.”
The CCI Program is a joint initiative of the
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council of Canada (NSERC), the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council
of Canada and the Canadian Institutes
for Health Research. NSERC is a federal
agency whose vision is to help make Canada

a country of discoverers and innovators for
the benefit of all Canadians.
More people choose Seneca than any other
college in Canada. With 11 campuses
across the Greater Toronto Area, Seneca
provides internationally and nationally
recognized education, training, and
academic pathways key to graduate career
success in the global economy. Every Seneca
diploma, certificate and degree program
is developed to a high academic standard,
in consultation with industry, integrated
with information technology, combined
with technical and transferable skills, and
reinforced by opportunities for ongoing
education and re-training.
Find out more at www.senecacollege.ca

Harness
Software
ARCAD Software product range:
On and around IBM i
Application Lifecycle Management
Application Intelligence & Retro-Documentation
Test Automation
Service Desk
Call us today for a quick demonstration of our solutions:
ARCAD Software Inc.
(800) 676-4709
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HA/DR: Life or Death?
By Judy Smith, Senior Product Marketing Manager, Vision Solutions

A

s health care organizations shift
from paper to electronic records, continuous system and
data availability is essential to
maintain high-quality patient care and
foster the effective administration of facilities. Not so long ago, most health care data
originated on paper or another physical
medium. Back then, organizations often
retained their documents even after the
data on them was entered into an online
database. This enabled them to recover destroyed electronic data manually from the
source documents if necessary. Although
it was a burdensome, lengthy process that
every organization would much prefer to
avoid, at least it was possible.
Now, times have changed. In many cases,
medical and administrative information
never really exists in physical form. Instead,
it is created and stored solely electronically,
eliminating the option to manually
recover from source documents. It is in
this environment that the need for data
security and protection is more important
than ever before, particularly in an industry
like health care where HIPAA regulations
require the protection of data.
Tape Backups: Not the Ideal
Solution
Because systems fail infrequently and
disasters almost never occur, many people
are not fully cognizant of the potential
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for data loss and system
unavailability. There is a
common
misconception
that, as long as data is backed
up nightly to tapes that are
shipped offsite, operations
are fully protected.
That is not the case because
tape-based backups suffer
from several deficiencies.
For one, lengthy recovery
Judy Smith
times can result in extensive
downtime after databases are destroyed.
a solution that couples high availability
Furthermore, if online data is lost, some
with a disaster recovery technology that is
of it may be unrecoverable if tape-based
much more robust than traditional tapebackups are the only recovery option.
based backups. The health and lives of patients may depend on it.
Backup tapes are typically created only
once every 24 hours, usually at night. Data
The Need for Real-time
that is added or updated during the day
Replication of All Data
is not stored on any backup tapes until
One organization that understands this
the following night. If a disaster destroys
need and has implemented such a system is
the online databases and any associated
The Jackson Clinic Professional Association.
onsite journals, that day’s data might be
Established in 1950 by five medical and
unrecoverable.
surgical specialists, The Jackson Clinic
now brings together the expertise of more
Timing is not the only problem with tape
than 130 physicians in 25 specialties and
backups. The threat is even greater than
sub-specialties to serve patients in nine
that. Backup tapes are often not shipped
locations across western Tennessee.
offsite until sometime the next day. If a disaster strikes while the most recent tape is
The Jackson Clinic employs state-of-thestill in the data center, it might be destroyed
art health care information technologies.
along with the online data. In that case, two
All patient medical records, including
days’ worth of data may be lost. Additionchart information, x-rays, MRI images and
ally, remember that
appointments, are stored digitally. This
tape is a more falinformation no longer has to be distributed
lible medium than
in physical form, which brings the risk of
a disk. If the most
loss along the way. Instead, as soon as it
recent backup tape
becomes available, all patient medical data
is unreadable when
is immediately accessible by any personnel
it is required, that
who need it and are authorized to see it—all
too will result in
with a few clicks of a keyboard and mouse.
the loss of an additional full day’s
While electronic records streamline the
worth of data.
flow of vital medical and administrative
information and eliminate the possibility of
In today’s electronmisplaced documents and images, they also
ic environment, it
need to be completely protected against
is essential to have
any loss. There is, after all, no paper backup.
TORONTO USERS GROUP for Power Systems – July 2010

The Jackson Clinic met this challenge by
creating a sophisticated, highly available
disaster recovery environment using
EchoStream for AIX. With this technology
in place, The Jackson Clinic transparently
maintains a real-time replica of all critical
data on a second server. Whenever
necessary, data can be recovered quickly
from this second environment.
Continuous Data Protection
When considering data protection issues,
most organizations overlook another
common threat to their information,
one that cannot be overcome using
either tape-based backups or traditional
real-time replication. The problem
is that both tape-based backups and
traditional replication solutions allow
for data recovery solely to a single point
in time. Tape-based backups allow data
to be recovered only to its state when
the tape was created, which is typically
sometime during the previous night.
With traditional replication, which
maintains a real-time replica of all data,
one can recover information to its state
at the point of failure, but recovery to a
previous state is impossible.
A further risk arises because not all threats
to data integrity halt systems. For example,

if an operator accidentally deletes a critical
file or a virus corrupts some data records,
health care applications and business
systems might still keep running. In fact,
if replication software does its job, it will
immediately replicate that deletion or
corruption to the backup system, corrupting
it in the same manner. Recovering the data
from the previous night’s backup tapes is
a possibility, provided the backup doesn’t
already include the corruption or deletion.
However, any such recovery would not
restore updates applied to the data after the
tape backup was created.
The Jackson Clinic overcame this
vulnerability with the Continuous Data
Protection (CDP) functionality built into
EchoStream. CDP augments a traditional
replication solution by not just creating a
replica of data, but by also storing copies
of individual changes made to that data
throughout the day. By storing individual
changes, not just the end-state of data,
CDP can “dial back” data to any point in
time. In this way, it works like a systemwide “undo” facility.
HA/DR: A Strategic
Necessity
A health care organization’s mission is to
provide quality patient care. Integrating
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clinical practice, state-of-the-art technology and research plays an important
role in fulfilling this mission. Moreover,
paperless EMR (Electronic Medical Records) systems help health care providers
to streamline procedures, reduce errors
and lower costs, but the elimination of
physical documents demands the deployment of sophisticated high availability
and disaster recovery technologies to not
just fulfill HIPAA’s regulations, but also
to deliver a safe and secure environment
that all stakeholders—regulators, medical practitioners, administrators, staff,
patients and family members—want and
expect. Lives depend on it. 
TG
Judy Smith is a senior product
marketing manager for Vision
Solutions, an Irvine, California
based technology company that
specializes in state-of-the-art data
recovery systems. She has over 25
years of experience on mid-range
and mainframe systems, with
extensive expertise in backup/
recovery and storage technologies.
Ms. Smith has Bachelor’s and
Master’s degrees from Northern
Illinois University, Illinois. For more
information, please visit www.
visionsolutions.com or call +1
800.957.4511.
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TUG’s 22nd Annual
Charity Golf Tournament

By Kumar Rajendra

I

were very dark clouds and it started to pour
heavily. In fact the radio was broadcasting
that a tornado has touched down in cottage
country. However our die-hard TUG golf
enthusiasts braved the weather and were
there on time. We were able to tee-off as
advertised without any delay. It turned out
to be a beautiful day for golf.

Kumar Rajendra

Photos by Jay Burford & Léo Lefebvre

reviewed once again the articles I
have written previous years after the
golf tournaments and noticed that I
always started off with the weather.
Obviously this year too. But unlike
previous years—this time it was real. While
I was driving towards Glen Eagle, there

18
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This was our 22nd edition of the TUG golf
classic. As usual we had a good turn out
with our regular participants who attend
year after year to support the charities.
Once again the proceeds from this year’s
tournament ($1,300) went towards the
Bloorview Kids Rehabilitation center.
This year, we had two teams tied for the
lowest score of -6. By retrogression scoring
we declared the team of David Jong, Ed
Pimental, and Craig Donnachie as the
winners. We awarded them with TUG
trophies, new this year, in absentia as
they had to rush out. We will be sending

Trophy winners: David Jong, Ed
Pimental, and Craig Donnachie

“Beat the Blind Guy” David Burnett

them the trophies in due course. However
we awarded a free round of golf to the
“Saffrons” team, consisting of Vaughn
Dragland, Miles Jenkins, Neil Stemmler,
and Matthew Blackburn who were the 2nd
team tied with the low score. Incidentally
this team was tied to the first place last year
too. Congratulations to both teams for
their effort. The team of Jim Vanderburgt,
Adam Stotts, Adam Fariello, and Gary
Bell won the “most honest” laurels.

22nd TUG Tourney prize table
TORONTO USERS GROUP for Power Systems – July 2010
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TUG 22nd Annual Charity Golf Classic – June 24, 2010 – Glen Eagle, Caledon
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Once again we ran 4 charity holes and
contests sponsored by Aon, End to End,
IBM and Rogers and the following are
the winners: Neil Stemmler for longest
drive for men and Sandra Williamson for

Neil Stemmler –
Men’s Longest Drive

Sandra Williamson (left) –
Ladies’ Longest Drive

Peter Jowahir (centre) extinguishes Bob Lesiw (right)
in TUG’s popular “Last Man Standing” elimination draw

22

Miles Jenkins –
Closest to the Pin
TORONTO USERS GROUP for Power Systems – July 2010
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women, Craig Donnachie for closest to
the line and Miles Jenkins for closest to the
pin. I would like to thank Dave Burnett of
End to End Networks for sponsoring and
participating in “Beat the blind guy” event.
We would also like to thank our main
sponsors Aon, IBM, and Rogers for their
support and the following who generously
provided prizes for the prize table: Ableone, SHARP, CSI, Syntax.net, Johnson &
Johnson, and IBM . Please patronize them.
In conclusion, I would like to thank Wende
Boddy who came out of her retirement to
help, Jay Burford our official “paparazzi”,
Vaughn Dragland for his behind the
scenes logistical support, and my better half
Shanthi for their help. Please stay tuned as
we are already making plans for next year!

TG
Kumar Rajendra is the TUG
Treasurer and is Vice President of
IT for Aon Benfield Canada.
He can be reached at:
rajendra.kumar@aonbenfield.com.

Shanthi, Kumar, and Wende
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JACKIE's Forum

Advanced Graphing with Power Painter

I

f Graph Assistant doesn’t do what you
want, don’t give up. The much more
powerful “Advanced Graph Assistant”,
which is embedded in Power Painter,
may easily have the functionality and
control that you are looking for.

In addition to controlling the band colour
and all of the details about the gauges,
notice that the gauges themselves are sorted
from high value to low value similar to the
bars in the first graph.

Your biggest advantage with Power Painter’s
graphing capabilities revolves around
the addition of a tool called the “Chart
Editor”. With the chart editor you have a
detailed level of control for all the different
components of a graph. Following are just
a few examples of where the additional
control has been utilized to solve customer
requirements.
Look at the Pareto chart below. It is a
bar chart where a line is automatically
superimposed showing the cumulative
percentage of the bars. This is often used
to see where 80% of revenue or profits are
coming from. A common requirement is to
sort a graph by its y-axis instead of its x-axis
(i.e. sort by revenue instead of by product
name or customer name). You can see that I
did this in the Pareto bar chart.
One customer recently wanted to make
all of his bars different colours instead of
a single colour. This is also very easy to do
using the chart editor.
I have received multiple requests from
customers creating dashboards to be able
to utilize speedometer gauges. Although

this chart s available in Graph Assistant,
to be able to control the bands and traffic
lighting properly, you need the chart editor
in Power Painter.
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Jackie Jansen
actual revenue and percentage associated
with each value.
You can also choose exactly how many bars
or pie slices to show. If you want to look
at your top 10 customers or your 5 worst
performing products that is easy to specify
using Power Painter and the chart editor.

If you want to have more control of your pie
charts and detach slices, sort the slices, etc.
you need the chart editor.

Remember that a dashboard can combine
reports from multiple places. Most of your
reports may be from Report and Graph
Assistant but you may want to include a
gauge created with Power Painter.

With the chart editor
you can position and
add annotations to your
charts. You can also add
multiple reference lines
to your charts.
One concern with using
charts is the problem of
having too many values
on the x-axis (i.e. too
many locations, customers, etc.). With
Power Painter you have
a few options. You can
say, for example, display
all bars that are above 5%
of my total and combine
all the rest into a single
bar or pie slice. You then
specify what details you
want on your chart about
the combined bars. In the
example shown here the
white pie slice contains all
the product categories that are less than 5%.
They are labeled “Otro” which is Spanish
for “Other”. I then added a legend that
detailed each missing slice including the

A final tip for everyone using the chart
editor: Make sure that the properties
palette is also open. Basically when you
select an item in the chart editor it displays
the details about that item that you can
then change in the properties palette. Both
palettes must be open.
Happy Graphing!

TG

Jackie Jansen is the IBM i
Solutions Manager for Information
Builders specializing in DB2 Web
Query. Jackie is a frequent speaker
at Technical Conferences and User
Group meetings. Contact her at
jackie_jansen@ibi.com.
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GOLD PAGE
IBM Training – Canada

LEARN ANYWHERE YOU CHOOSE
no travel required

LANSA Inc.
5955 Airport Rd, Suite 306
Mississauga, ON L4V 1R9
Tel: 905 - 677-1690
Fax: 905- 677- 9787

www.lansa.com

www.ibm.com/ca/teach
1-800-IBM-TEACH (1-800-426-8322)

___________________
Scalar Decisions Inc.
408 – 36 Toronto Street
Toronto ON, M5C 2C5
416.202.0020
www.scalar.com

6950 Creditview Road
Unit 2
Mississauga, Ontario
L5N 0A6
Tel: 905-812-4500
Fax: 905-812-4548

Enabling Your Organization
to Increase Agility
and Work Smarter with
 Enhanced Integration
 Improved Connectivity
 Dynamic Business Processes

www.ibm.com/websphere
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NOTES
Upcoming Events
Sept 22, 2010: TUG MoM
Oct 1, 2010: 25th Anniversary party
Nov 17, 2010: TUG MoM

Reminder

Please remember to register on-line for
each Meeting of Members. It helps us to
plan for seating and food, and you could
win a fabulous door prize!

Find TUG on Facebook

We like to keep as many channels open
as possible with our members, so we have
created a TUG group within Facebook.
Check it out at www.facebook.com. You’ll
probably find that many of your friends are
already there!

Big Plans for MMXI !
TUG has big plans for education programs next year that go well beyond a single
TEC conference. We plan for executive Breakfasts at Schulich, “Night School” at
Seneca, joint AIX / i MoMs and mini-TEC conferences which feature special guest
instructors. In addition, we have learned to start the TEC planning well ahead of
the actual date. In fact, for TEC 2011 our goal will be to have complete information
(date, time, tracks, prices, logos) available in September 2010, so that companies can
properly plan and budget.
Being on the TEC committee can be a very rewarding experience and is vital for our
community growth. We’d love to have you! One of our first acts will be to decide
on the name of the committee, given the expanded scope (“Offerings Committee?”
“Product Committee?”, etc). How will we operate and divide responsibilities? We
learned much from our past experience, and we can all put it to use!
Our first meeting is planned for Tuesday July 20th 6:00 pm at Malaysia www.
restoranmalaysia.com. Yes, you heard about this place... Leo’s new favourite!
EVERYONE IS WELCOME TO COME. RSVP.
Let’s make it a great year!
Mark Buchner, TUG Executive Director, mark@tug.ca

First
COMMON
Impact
Award
With the passing
of Al Barsa, COMMON has come up
with a new speaker
recognition in his
honor. It is called
the COMMON
Impact
Award.
This is based on
which speaker best
represents COMMON,
sessions
Richard Dolewski
people get the most
out of, tells attendees the “goods“ on technology, etc. .The recipient of the first COMMON Impact Award was former TUG President Richard Dolewski,
presented at the Spring 2010 COMMON conference in Orlando.
Go figure a Canadian wins COMMON’s first Best New Speaker
award (years ago ) and then the first COMMON Impact Award!
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Outsourcing• Hosting • Disaster Recovery • Co-Location • Infrastructure

Since 1988

905-940-1814 | Toll-Free: 800-668-6470 | midrange.ca
Servers & Storage | Disaster Recovery | Outsourcing | Hosting | JD Edwards | Consumables | Training & Education

Three steps to
marketing prowess:
1. Fear the wolf.
2. Dance with the wolf.
3. Become the wolf.

Release the
inner wolf
in your company.
Advertise
in the
TUG eZine.
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We are tightly focused on the Power Systems space.
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